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Task 1: Visualizations
•

Goals: Enable additional
visualizations (e.g. WISE,
categorical winds, precipitation
type), color map improvements, and
geospatial maps

•

Progress:
– WISE development in progress
– Initiated production of Geospatial
(KMZ) files for all static map outputs
– Development underway on integrating
static maps into VELCO’s GeoNet
system

•

Next Steps:
– Deploy first version of WISE (Deep
Thunder forecasts + alerts)
visualization tool by end of
November/early December
– Begin development for second version
of WISE (GIS + observations)
– Integrate WISE layers (forecast +
observed) into GeoNet
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WISE: Weather InSights Environment

Ability to view 1km and
3km grid forecast data

Interactive
Meteograms

DT Forecast (interactive)
Observed Conditions (interactive)
Visual Alerts
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Task 2: Ice Accretion Forecasts
•

Goals: Explore the development
and application of ice accretion
forecasting (e.g. physical, data
driven methods) for all levels,
data gaps and infrastructure
requirements
Progress:

•

– Precipitation Type (prerequisite for ice
accretion forecasts) was deployed on
portal which differentiates between
forecasted rain, snow, sleet, and
freezing rain
– Acquired tree trimming and tree
species data from GMP

•

Next Steps:
– Evaluate/verify precipitation type output
– Begin ice accretion forecast research
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Task 3: Instrumentation
•

Goals: Develop additional
instrumentation requirements and
types, perform gap analyses, and
install additional rounds of sensors
Progress:

•

– Finalized gap analysis for all Vermont’s
current weather stations (variables:
Temperature, Precipitation, Wind, and Solar)
– Identified potential locations for new sensors
for VELCO radio sites/substations, as well as
GMP, VEC, WEC, and VTrans
– Instrumentation scope finalized which
outlines specifications/prices for weather
stations and cameras

•

Next Steps:
– Finalize siting requirements, deliver
Challenge Board, and order weather stations
(to be installed Q1-2 2017)
– Expand Citizen Science program to DU’s,
schools, and other interested parties
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VWAC Mesonet (as of 11/9)
VWAC Mesonet:
VELCO = 14 (additional sites 2017)
VEC = 6 (additional sites 2017)
UVM = 5
LSC = 4
29 Active Stations
All data is publically available via:
• MesoWest
• MADIS
• National Weather Service (NWS)
• WeatherUnderground
• Other mobile applications
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Proposed Locations
VELCO:
Substations:
1. Blissville
2. Vernon
3. Charlotte
4. Irasburg
5. S. Hero
6. Highgate
7. Middlesex/Berlin/Barre/Granite
Radio:
1. Barnet
2. Orwell
3. Lincoln
4. Rockingham
5. Sharon
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“Don't knock the weather; nine-tenths of the people couldn't
start a conversation if it didn't change once in a while”
-Kin Hubbard
•
•
•
•
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Vermont loves weather!
Significant gaps in weather observations still (and always will) exist
GIVE: Weather observations and reports
GET: Citizen scientist helping to improve weather forecasts

Vermont Citizen Science Program

Credit: Jay Shafer

>12,000 Forecast Points
(via Deep Thunder 1km resolution model)
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<150 Active Weather Stations
(That’s only 1%!)

Vermont Citizen Science Program
What is CoCoRaHS?
The Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow
Network, is a non-profit, community based, high density
network of volunteers who take daily measurements of
rain, hail and snow in their backyards.

Users of CoCoRaHS

Use

Meteorologists

Model and forecast validation

Hydrologists

Stream and river forecasts

Water Management

Water supply and demand

Researchers

Public, private, academia

Agriculture

Crop and fertilization guidance

Climatologists

Local precipitation patterns

Insurance Industry

Damage claim weather support

Engineering

Planning of critical infrastructure

Recreation

Ski, canoe/kayak forecasts
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Vermont Citizen Science Program
•
•
•
•
•

VELCO
Distribution Utilities
College/University
Schools
Other groups statewide
– VTrans
– Ski areas
– Suggestions?

Timeline
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Program kickoff to VELCO employees
Interest poll & gauge ordering ✔
CoCoRaHS training ✔
Expand to DU’s, schools, and more!

✔

Ice Accretion Station Layout
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VWAC Ensemble/Verification Strategy
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VWAC Ensemble/Verification Strategy
Weather Variable

Priority

Temperatures

HIGH

Irradiance

HIGH

Nowcasting

HIGH

Winds

MEDIUM

Precipitation

MEDIUM

Convective Parameters/
Upper-Air
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LOW

Current Limitations
Present-day DT model outputs only one deterministic
forecast. This leads to struggles in temperature
forecasting, especially during shoulder season
months (see ISO-NE case study/bust)

Value
A multi-member and/or multi-model blend would likely
produce better temperature forecasts which would
ultimately produce better load forecasts, as well as
improved skill for mixed-precipitation events. Different
cloud physics schemes should be explored if DT is
struggling with cloud cover predictions.
As with any model, cloud cover forecasts are very
Similar to temperatures, different cloud physics
challenging and the same can be said for DT. One
schemes should be explored if DT is struggling with
cloud cover/irradiance output is very risky in terms of cloud cover predictions.
solar generation and demand forecasts downstream.
0Z run becomes almost useless by the afternoon
hours, especially when dealing with approaching
thunderstorms and other mesoscale events.
Observations/satellite/radar become the main tool in
this timeframe.
DT will sometimes over-forecast wind speeds/gusts
which is a common bias with WRF. This will lead to
potential false alarms. Some of this may be
contributed to limited observations in the higher
terrain and thus "unfair" validation.

Nowcast models seems to be the best option to help
solve issues with convection (HRRR?), even if
needed to run slightly coarser resolution for only a few
hours (6-12 hours). A 0Z and 12Z run will not cut it for
these events.
Additional wind forecasts (particular gusts) from other
models could improve overall consensus. Additional
wind gust parameterizations could also be applied to
specific events (i.e. convective vs. TKE-based
algorithms). Probablity of exceedance within a
particular range is also worth exploring (MOS?)
DT experiences typical model struggles with regard to A MOS-like product could provide additional insight
pinpointing convective activity which will of course
beyond a single, deterministic precipitation forecast.
have implications on precipitation amounts.
This would speak to POP's. A blended solution of
different precipitation amounts would also be helpful.

DT does not output any post-processed convective
parameters or upper-air variables which would be
very valuable to the Meteorologist(s). These variables
would need to be shown on a separate webpage
and/or portal account configuration.

Additional forecast variables would increase
forecaster skill/confidence, especially at higher
resolution. The WRF ensembles via NCAR has a
number of severe weather plots (10-member/3km).
See: ensemble.ucar.edu

VWAC Ensemble/Verification Strategy
HPCC Track

MOS Forecasts
(Model Output Statistics)

Values/Benefits
•Probalistic wind speed/gust forecasts
(exceedence thresholds of a particular
range)
•Probalistic precipitation forecasts
•Corrected biases within NWP models

•Blend of coarser-run models
(GFS/NAM/etc.)
•Downscaled commericial models
(GFS/NAM/etc.)
Ensemble Forecasts
(Multi-Member/Multi-Model) •Long-range forecasts (using GFS)

Nowcasting
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•Additional forecasts to compliment
operational DT model runs
•Better insights for near-term weather
conditions, especially convective
events (thunderstorms)

Requirements
Total Timeline
•Create MOS products for all VWAC
2-3 months
mesonet sites + ASOS (22 to 32
stations with additional stations coming
online end of 2016/2017)
Data:
•VWAC observation history: 1.5 to 2.5
years
•ASOS observation history: 5 to 70
years
•DT forecast archive: 7/2014 to present
•Create a blend of raw GFS/NAM/WRF 2-3 months
outputs to compare to operational WRF
(DT)
•Create multi-member WRF ensembles
(different initializations, physics
schemes, etc.)
•Create long-range forecast out to 7-10
days using downscaled GFS
•Create 6 to 12 hour forecasts that
4-5 months
downscale RAP/HRRR across VT and
Northeast domain
•Can prioritize particular weather
variables (i.e. reflectivity, gusts, precip,
temps)

Performance Metrics – Weather

Operational Technical Measurement
Objective
Weather
• Temperature: bias 0.8,
MAE 3.6 oF
• Precipitation accuracy:
97%
• Wind location/direction:
bias 2.7o, MAE 18.8o
• Wind speed: bias 0.9,
MAE 3.0 mph
• Icing occurrence
accuracy: 80%
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Performance Result Economic
Benefit
• 5% reduction in
• $300k in
emergency
reduced costs
response costs
• VWAC
contribution to
• 5% reduction in
SAIFI/CAIDI
outage time for
improvements
affected customer
(costs savings
focused on
prepositioning
crews)

Societal Benefit
• Increased
responder safety
• Reduced rate
pressure
• Increased
community
resiliency

Rob D’Arienzo
Meteorologist
rdarienzo@velco.com
(802) 770-6384
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